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INTRODUCTION

Probiotics have been well defined and long used in human and animal health and nutrition. Many of the probiotic strains used today have been isolated from the human gut flora, and it is therefore more a reintroduction of organisms rather than a novel concept. The beneficial effects of probiotics and, especially, the clinical use of probiotics in the management of specific diarrhoeal diseases, including Rotavirus diarrhoea, Traveller’s diarrhoea and others are well accepted[1]. These effects are mainly based on colonisation resistance or the influence of probiotics on microflora balance. When discussing probiotics, it must be remembered that the intestinal microflora, resident in the large intestine, will always outnumber the probiotics that can be administered. Furthermore, probiotic processes will always be confounded by the diversity of the human microbiota and its variability in the face of varied human diets and genetic backgrounds[2].

Within the human gut, we have to separate processes occurring in the distal small intestine from those happening in the colon. The small intestine harbours relatively low numbers of resident intestinal bacteria,
but at the same time contains the major part of the gut associated lymphoid tissue (GALT), which samples intestinal microbes[8]. Hence modulation of systemic immune and allergic phenomena might be primarily mediated by the GALT of the small bowel. Supplementing qualitatively and quantitatively optimised microbes to this part of the gut might stimulate Treg cell development and consequent immunomodulation[8]. Within the large intestine, bacterial intervention might cause modulation of the microbial fermentation activity and direct action on the colonic epithelium to alter (suppress) innate immunity. These processes might explain the impact of probiotics on inflammatory and functional bowel disorders.

The research field of probiotics is very heavily reviewed, using different clinical and microbiological angles to elucidate the topic. The aim of this review is to summarise the most recent trends in probiotic research, focusing on the clinical use of probiotics and their effects on the healthy and diseased gut and liver.

The direct and indirect actions of probiotics on intestinal cells and their consequences on liver (summarised in Figure 1) will be discussed in this review.

**GUT HEALTH**

**Probiotics and intestinal barrier function**

The intestinal barrier is seen as the first line of defence against pathogens and food allergens entering the intestinal tract, and probiotics have been intensely studied for their involvement in maintaining this barrier. In colonic epithelia, probiotics are suggested to stimulate mucin production, and therefore enhance the self protecting properties of the intestinal epithelium[9]. Furthermore, tight junctional proteins, important for the physical tightness of the epithelial cell layer, are found to be enhanced by probiotics[7,9] and the disruption of tight junctions by pathogens can be counteracted[7]. Besides these effects on the physical barrier function, evidence is mounting that both commensal microflora and specific probiotic supplementations specifically enhance the immunological barrier function of the small intestinal mucosa[8]. For this cross talk between bacteria and the immune system, bacteria derived products including metabolites, cell wall components and DNA, can be sensed by enterocytes and immune competent cells[9]. Commensals, unlike pathogens, are efficiently killed by intestinal macrophages, therefore avoiding an inflammatory response in the mucosa[10]. At the same time, dendritic cells can sample commensals, incorporate them, and transport them to mesenteric lymph nodes. Here, commensal-loaded dendritic cells induce a local immune response with the activation of specific B-cells to produce secretory IgA against these commensals[8,10]. This appears to be a paradox, but this specific and local immune stimulation by commensals and probiotics can actually be considered non-inflammatory in the mucosal environment and the host systemics[9]. Therefore GALT, and specifically the mesenteric lymph nodes, can be considered another layer of intestinal barrier function[8,10].

**Probiotics and inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD)**

The pathogenesis of IBD [ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease] remains unknown, but the intestinal microflora appears to play an important role. Changes in microflora composition have been observed in UC patients, with increased pro-inflammatory bacteria, including Enterobacteriaceae, increased *Bacteroides fragilis* within the mucosal microflora[10,11], and decreased protective bacteria, including lactobacilli and bifidobacteria[12].

Probiotic treatment has the potential to decrease the severity of symptoms in IBD via interaction with gut epithelium[13]. Proposed mechanisms include changes in short chain fatty acids (SCFA) production patterns, reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokine secretion, improving Th1/Th2 ratios, and eliminating pathogens. For example, the production of *reuterin* has been shown in vitro to reduce growth of pathogens, including *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*), *Salmonella enterica*, *Shigella sonnei*, and *Vibrio cholerae*. Adhesion of probiotics to enterocytes and enhancement of barrier function (secretion of B-defensins and mucus, TJ proteins) have also been shown for specific strains in vitro. However, it is unclear whether this strengthening of the intestinal barrier function would also occur in the large intestine, the area most affected by intestinal disease. Some evidence from a mouse model of colitis [interleukin (IL)-10 deficient mice] suggests that probiotic lactobacilli and the VSL#3 mix reduced...
bacterial translocation (BT) and intestinal permeability in the colon\textsuperscript{[14,15]}. Mechanistic effects can also be observed with non-viable probiotics and culture supernatants \textit{in vitro} and in animals, which might be a safer therapeutic for patients with impaired intestinal barrier and increased risk of sepsis. Bacteria-free culture supernatant from \textit{Lactobacillus plantarum} was shown to inhibit inflammatory pathways important for intestinal inflammation, such as nuclear factor (NF)-\textit{κ}B binding activity and pro tease some activity, in a young adult mouse colon cell line and in macrophages\textsuperscript{[16]}. This might provide a novel and safe strategy for treatment of IBD, if results can be repeated \textit{in vivo}.

**Probiotics and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)**

IBS includes a range of symptoms, such as abdominal pain, altered bowel habits, bloating and flatulence in the absence of structural abnormalities in the intestine. As no curative treatment is available for IBS, therapy is palliative and supportive, targeting special symptoms, and is notoriously unsatisfactory. Studies have observed alterations in intestinal microflora in patients and increased symptoms following enteric infections, therefore probiotics might be a useful tool to improve symptoms. A meta analysis of probiotic treatment and IBS\textsuperscript{[17]} included 20 trials with 23 probiotic treatments. This study showed that probiotics were associated with improved global IBS symptoms [risk ratio (RR) = 0.77] and with decreased abdominal pain (RR = 0.78). Due to the large variety in probiotic strains used, no analysis on strain type was possible. Probiotics used included \textit{B. infantis}, \textit{Lactobacilli} (L. acidophilus, L. plantarum, L. reuteri, L. rhamnosus), \textit{Saccharomyces boulardii}, \textit{Streptococcus faecium}, VSL\#3 (mix of eight), and other mixes. In a recent systematic review, Brenner \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{[18]} claimed that 16 randomized controlled human trials met their inclusion criteria, of which 11 had suboptimal study design. They concluded that only one study using a specific strain of \textit{B. infantis} 35/624 efficiently improved IBS symptoms. Probiotics might offer a treatment possibility for IBS symptoms, but more controlled studies are needed to identify the ideal strain, dose, and duration of treatment.

**Probiotics after gut surgery**

Morbidly obese patients can undergo Roux-en Y gastric bypass surgery (one type of bariatric surgery) for effective and enduring weight loss. This procedure uses restriction in stomach size and intestinal malabsorption as measures for achieving substantial weight loss. Problems that occur postoperatively are alteration of microflora with bacterial overgrowth (BO) in the blind sac of the intestine, intestinal pain, and possibly impaired vitamin B\textsubscript{12} status (due to lack of intrinsic factor production from the stomach). This study\textsuperscript{[19]} used probiotic treatment (6 mo, commercial product of unspecified lactobacilli) in 44 post operational patients. BO (measured with hydrogen breath test) improved only after 6 mo, but not earlier. Vitamin B\textsubscript{12} status improved, gastrointestinal symptoms remained unchanged, but post operational weight loss was significantly increased in the probiotic group. The authors speculated that increased weight loss might be due to changes in microflora towards extracting fewer calories from the diet, although this was not studied.

Probiotics/symbiotics have also been used to prevent postoperative infections in patients undergoing abdominal surgery (biliary cancer, liver transplantation, and pancreat coduodenectomy). Major infections were pneumonia, urinary tract infection, wound infection, intra-abdominal access, and cholangitis. A recent meta analysis\textsuperscript{[20]} found that probiotics reduced overall infections [odds ratio (OR) = 0.26], length of antibiotic treatment need (OR = -4.01), reduced length of postoperative hospital stays (OR = -2.7), but did not change overall mortality (OR = 0.98). Overall the use of probiotics is very promising, although data are very variable (type of surgery, type of infection, and type of probiotic treatment). However, bacteremia might be a potential hazard in these vulnerable patients. The appropriate therapeutic route, length of therapy, time of administration, dosage, and kind of probiotic remain controversial and no uniform preventative strategy can be suggested on basis of the current literature.

**LIVER HEALTH**

There is a longstanding practice of using lactulose in the treatment of hepatic encephalopathy, which suggests involvement of gut microflora in the management of chronic liver disease. Loguercio \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{[21]} use the phrase “gut liver axis” and suggest that the microflora might affect the liver and be cofactor in aetiology of chronic liver damage. This could happen \textit{via} modulating chronic damage by ethanol or by contributing to complications such as encephalopathy (production of ammonia, ethanol, acetaldehyde, phenols, endotoxin, and benzo diazepines)\textsuperscript{[21]}. Probiotic actions most relevant to liver disease are modification of intestinal barrier function and prevention of BT. Gram-negative BO, increased permeability, and impaired immunity all contribute to increased BT, and there is a strong correlation between the rate of BT and the severity of cirrhosis. Probiotics might alter gut flora towards protective organisms and increase barrier function\textsuperscript{[22]}.

**Probiotics and non alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)**

NAFLD is the most common form of liver disease in the US; its incidence is rising together with rising problems of obesity and Type II diabetes. NAFLD includes a spectrum of pathologies. Steatosis (fatty liver), is clinically asymptomatic, but might predispose the liver to other insults, such as lipopolysaccharides (LPS) or hepatotoxins, that might lead to cirrhosis. Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) is an intermediate state where lobular inflammation occurs. Cirrhosis is the most severe form, responsible for most liver specific morbidity and mortality\textsuperscript{[23]}.
Histopathological changes are very similar to alcoholic liver disease, and there might be a common pathway of development. Data suggest a “multi hit” hypothesis, where initial hits such as obesity and sub-clinical insulin resistance might promote the development of steatosis[23]. This enhances the fatty liver’s vulnerability to subsequent insult (e.g. ethanol and LPS) that increase the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines [e.g. tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α]. This aggravates insulin resistance and leads to oxidative stress (increased production of reactive oxygen by hepatocytes and liver macrophages) and organelle dysfunctions, which kill hepatocytes and promote accumulation of inflammatory cells in the liver and the development of NASH[24]. Following years of chronic inflammation this might develop into fibrogenic response and cirrhosis.

The contribution of microflora in the development of NAFLD is mainly based on increased hepatic oxidative stress by increased production of ethanol and LPS in the intestinal lumen, and subsequent release of inflammatory cytokines in intestinal epithelia and liver macrophages. Both processes then lead to injury of the intestinal epithelium and disrupted intestinal barrier function, which in turn increases hepatic exposure to intestine-derived toxins. This hypothesis is further supported by evidence that intestinal BO exacerbates fatty liver disease in rodents and humans, and that obese patients with NASH have increased prevalence of BO. Furthermore, obese subjects are known to have decreased intestinal motility and are therefore more prone to BO. A recent clinical trial confirms that patients with NASH have increased intestinal permeability and small intestinal BO[23].

From this data, an obvious way to control the development of NAFLD seems to be a manipulation of the gut microflora, mainly by the reduction of BO. This can be achieved by antibiotic treatment, which has been used successfully, but is controversial due to its unspecific impairment of all microflora and its severe side effects[23]. Probiotic therapy, on the other hand, has been suggested to counteract the development of NAFLD on various different levels. Competitive inhibition of pathogens by probiotics might alter their inflammatory effects in intestinal BO, which is associated with NAFLD. Furthermore, improved intestinal epithelium function and decreased BT and endotoxemia following probiotic treatment have been observed in experimental animals and humans[26].

In a series of feeding studies in mice, Cani et al[31] claimed that high-fat feeding changes the intestinal microflora composition (less bifidobacteria), which led to increased LPS levels in plasma, pro-inflammatory cytokines and increased intestinal permeability. All these effects could be counteracted by prebiotic treatment and increasing bifidobacteria species (summarized in[32]). This would indicate a direct effect of intestinal bacteria on low-grade inflammation, insulin insensitivity, and fat deposition in the liver.

Other research suggests a direct decrease in pro-inflammatory cytokines e.g. TNF-α via downregulation of NF-κB activity by probiotic treatments[14,28-30]. In a study in ob/ob mice, probiotics (VSL#3) and TNF-α antibodies were used to treat NAFLD. Both treatments improved liver function, reduced hepatic fatty acid content, and both interfered with NF-κB signalling and reduced hepatic fatty acid β-oxidation close to levels in lean mice. The authors suggest that this effect might result from improved hepatic insulin resistance[28]. Another study, using the same probiotic in normal mice, measured hepatic natural killer T (NKT)-cell depletion in high-fat fed animals[31]. NKT are unconventional T cells that express both T cell and Killer cell receptors. They regulate hepatic inflammatory process by balancing production of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines. Alterations of NKT function might lead to overproduction of TNF-α, causing inflammation in insulin resistance. High-fat diet induced the depletion of NKT from the liver, leading to insulin resistance and steatosis. Probiotics significantly improved all these symptoms and the effect resulted from TNF-α signalling and led to improved insulin signalling[31]. There is some suggestive evidence that probiotics might have efficacy in NAFLD in humans, but more controlled trials are needed[34].

**Probiotics and alcoholic liver disease**

In alcoholic liver disease, bowel liver interactions are well described, and relationships include increased gut permeability, endotoxemia, and TNF-α production[32]. In rats, Lactobacillus GG has been shown to reduce alcohol induced gut leakiness and steatohepatitis[33]. The same group also found that the mucosa associated microflora were altered in rats on a high alcohol feed, and this dysbiosis could be counteracted by Lactobacillus GG or oat supplementation[34]. Furthermore, alcoholics have altered microflora with decreased numbers of bifidobacteria and lactobacilli. A recent pilot study compared control subjects with alcoholics in a clinic, either on standard treatment for alcoholic disease (Vitamin B1 & B6 supplements and diazepam, n = 34) or on standard treatment + probiotics (0.9 × 10e8 CFU B. bifidum and 0.9 × 10e9 CFU L. plantarum, n = 32) for five consecutive days. No placebo was included in the control group. They found that lactobacilli, bifidobacteria, and enterococci were reduced in alcoholics and the numbers were restored in the probiotic treatment group. E. coli levels were not altered. Liver function parameters [alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase] were significantly improved by probiotics compared to standard treatment, but remained below levels found in healthy controls. Other liver enzymes (GGT and LDH) were not significantly altered. In the subgroup of alcoholics with well-defined hepatitis, standard treatment only altered total bilirubin, but probiotics improved all the liver parameters mentioned above. The authors concluded that bifidobacteria seemed to play an important role in steatohepatitis of alcoholic and non alcoholic causes, including obesity[35]. In a double blind placebo
controlled (sucrose capsule) intervention Lata et al.36 studied the effect of probiotic E. coli Nissle in cirrhotic patients (n = 39, 34 with alcoholic cirrhosis). They found an improvement of intestinal colonization in faeces, and a restoration of “physiological microflora” in faeces (more patients with normal microflora containing lactobacilli and bifidobacteria, less patients with potentially pathogenic bacteria). They also showed trends towards a reduced endotoxin level in blood (P = 0.07) and a reduced Child-Pugh score (P = 0.07), which is a measure for severity of overall liver disease. Improved liver function by probiotics has already been published35, but the mechanism remains unclear. They assume that microflora reduce the toxic load of liver, e.g. reduced endotoxin, which stimulates pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1, 6)34.

Probiotics to cure/alleviate cirrhosis?

In cirrhosis there are many conditions that alter microflora and the function of the intestinal epithelium, as recently reviewed in detail37. BT is caused by BO, increased permeability, and altered host defence. BT and microflora imbalance are strongly correlated with the severity of cirrhosis38. In a rat model of acute liver injury (using either D-galactosamine or endotoxin), probiotic lactobacilli and bifidobacteria attenuated liver injury (ALT and bilirubin), reduced BT, and normalized hepatic TNF-α and glutathione levels compared to liver injury controls39,40.

Lactobacilli might counteract BT by (1) promoting growth of anaerobes and Gram-positive bacteria while inhibiting gram-negative bacteria, or (2) increasing SCFA while decreasing pH, inducing growth factors and proliferation of microflora, and inhibiting adherence and invasion of pathogens. Patients with liver cirrhosis have imbalanced intestinal microflora with increased aerobes (enterobacter and enterococci) and anaerobes (clostridia), and decreased bifidobacteria counts in stool. In a probiotic intervention trial in cirrhotic patients38 (mainly caused by hepatitis virus B and C; HBV and HCV) patients received two different probiotic capsules [bifidobacteria + L. acidophilus + Enterococcus or Bacteri subtilis (B. subtilis) + Enterococcus faecium (E. faecium)], two capsules per day for 14 d. In both probiotic groups, bifidobacteria counts increased with treatment, while faecal pH and ammonia levels in faeces and blood decreased. Additionally, B. subtilis + E. faecium decreased clostridia counts and endotoxin levels in the blood of cirrhotic patients.

Flora imbalance in cirrhotics might be caused by decreased gut motility, diminished excretion of secretory IgA, lysozyme, mucus, acids, increased pH, shortage of bile acids, and excessive alcohol intake. Elevated blood ammonia is a crucial factor in hepatic encephalopathy aetiology.

Loguercio et al.21 conducted a pilot study in patients suffering from hepatitis of various causes (HCV, alcoholism, and NASH). The patients received a probiotic mix (Lactobacillus acidophilus, L. bifidus, L. rhamnosus, L. plantarum, L. salivarius, L. bulgaricus, L. lactis, L. casei, L. breve + fructo-oligosaccharides + vitamins). Interestingly, the authors reported no effect of probiotics in HCV patients. In NASH patients some liver function parameters (ALT and γ-glutamyltransferase) improved, TNF-α decreased and plasma malondialdehyde decreased in some patients with probiotic treatment. The strongest effect of probiotics was seen in patients with alcoholic liver cirrhosis, where all parameters of liver function improved, as did TNF-α and malondialdehyde.

From these studies in humans, it appears that the microflora is an important cofactor in the aetiology of chronic liver disease, and that probiotics might have a therapeutic role.

Probiotics to bind toxins and carcinogens

Some experimental evidence suggests that probiotics could be used to bind and immobilise toxic compounds within the gut lumen. Through this process, the negative effects of toxic foods could be reduced and gut and liver health improved. In vitro, L. rhamnosus GG is able to bind mycotoxins known to interfere with intestinal mucosal barrier. In Caco-2 cells, the negative effects of mycotoxins on cell differentiation and intestinal integrity can be attenuated with L. rhamnosus GG38,39. In rats, genotoxic effects of food carcinogens, such as heterocyclic amines, on the colonocytes and hepatocytes were counteracted by the use of different probiotics40,41. Probiotics have also been shown to attenuate hepatotoxic effects of aflatoxin, a well known liver carcinogen, in rats40 and to reduce biomarkers of liver cancer risk in a human intervention trial41.

Safety considerations of probiotics

Generally recognized as safe (GRAS) status is defined by the Food and Drug Administration for food adjuncts that might not meet the usual requirements for safety assessment but have been used extensively without demonstrable harm. Probiotics are claimed to be GRAS as they comprise organisms identical to those in human gut and vaginal flora, although strain dependence needs to be considered and GRAS should only be granted to one specific probiotic preparation used in one specific food product37. Previous probiotic studies stress the safety of probiotic preparations and their ability to reduce BT, the potential pathogenic bacteria to host organs and tissues. Probiotic BT from the intestine is difficult to induce in healthy animals, and therefore hard to study. From animal studies, NOAEL (no observed adverse effect levels) can be determined and ADI (acceptable daily intake) extrapolated for humans. These calculations suggest that up to 10^14 cfu/d of lactobacilli and bifidobacteria, a dose way beyond the usual intake of 10^5-10^10 cfu/d, are acceptable for human consumption. In healthy humans, probiotic BT occurs occasionally, but detrimental effects are rare. Salminen et al.40 assessed the frequency of lactobacillus bacteremia in the Finnish population. 
following the increased consumption of probiotic products in the years 1995-2000 and found no trends towards increased lactobacillus bacteraemia over this period. A recent meta analysis summarised the safety of probiotics in pregnancy and concluded no effect of lactobacillus and bifidobacterium species on incidence of caesarean section, birth weight, or gestational age\cite{49}. In immunocompromised individuals however, this might be different. Cannon et al\cite{48} summarised over 200 clinical cases of lactobacillus infections and found association with endocarditis and bacteraemia. L. casei and rhamnosus were most common, and the overall mortality rate was nearly 30%. They also reported that the main underlying conditions were cancer, diabetes, antibiotic therapy, organ transplantation, and abscesses. Salminen et al\cite{50} investigated the severity and outcome of lactobacillus bacteraemia in 89 patients, and report mortality of 26% 1 mo after illness onset, but only in patients with severe underlying comorbidities.

**Future of probiotic research**

Most recent developments in probiotic and prebiotic research use a new systems biology approach to assess the complex relationship between the microflora, probiotic modulations, and the impact on host metabolism in multiple compartments. A major finding is the impact of microflora modulation on host energy metabolism, especially lipid metabolism in the liver where marked decreases in plasma lipoproteins and hepatic glutamine and glycogen levels are observed\cite{51}. This group uses a germ free mouse model colonized with human baby flora, to study the effects of a probiotic intervention (L. paracasei or L. rhamnosus) on gut flora composition, SCFA in caecal content, plasma, urine, faecal and liver metabolomics, and bile acids in ileal flushes.

The integration of multicompartment metabolic data using hierarchical principal component analysis showed that probiotic lactobacilli induce changes in hepatic influx and efflux of fatty acids, increased enterohepatic recycling of bile acids and dietary fats, lowered plasma LP, and stimulated glycolysis. Probiotic intervention also changed the proteolytic activity and bacterial metabolism of AA and SCFA in the gut\cite{52}. In a mouse model of high-fat feeding and NAFLD, an association was shown between the metabolism of choline by microbiota and the host. The author suggested a contribution of microflora to the development of the NAFLD phenotype\cite{53}. This complex analytical and statistical methodology allows investigation of the impact of microflora and probiotics on various body compartments simultaneously and might, in the future, lead to a better understanding of the influence of probiotics on the host. Similarly, the complex metabolic relationships between the microflora and the host have also been studied in human cohorts and this approach might be used to gain further understanding of the relation between changes in the microflora (dysbiosis) and disease\cite{54}.

**CONCLUSION**

It appears that specific clinical applications of probiotics are safe, effective, and can clearly be recommended. However, the importance of probiotic food items in the “maintenance of health” in healthy individuals as marketed by food industries remains questionable. To date, no generalisation can be made from health effects of one probiotic strain to another one and this remains a serious problem within the probiotic research field and its applications. Multi-dimensional research approaches, studying the microflora composition, its metabolic profile, and the impact on host metabolism appear a promising way forward to further describe and explore these complex relationships within the microflora-host “superorganism”.
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